Hidden at the bottom of a steep slope next to the river
Tamar, Calstock is known to have been a settlement at
the time of the Domesday survey with 60 villagers and
smallholders.
The combination of landscape and river here
make it an excellent place for transport and
control of resources, which must have been
what attracted the Romans to place their fort
at the top of the hill. Cotehele, considered the
most important Tudor house in Cornwall,
has early origins and was at one time
enclosed by a Medieval deer park; it is now
owned and managed by the National Trust.
The Manor of Calstock was owned by the
Earls of Cornwall until being sold in the late
18th century, and it was from this time that
there was expansion of the village and
industry grew exponentially. The locale of the
village is rich in mineral resources, exploited
since at least the 12th century, and after the
sale of the Manor to John Williams of
Scorrier in the early 19th century the village
flourished to become one of the busiest in

the area. At the height of the use of the river
to transport the spoils of mining and market
gardening, the mile long quay in Calstock
saw up to 40 boats operating at any one
time. The steep slopes around the village
were used to grow fruit such as cherries, sold
locally in Plymouth and Tavistock. The advent
of the railway saw less use of the river but
opened up markets such as London, and soft
fruit and flowers were grown extensively to
exploit this. Originally taken to Plymouth by
boat, when the viaduct at Calstock was built
in 1908 produce could be taken directly from
the village.
With its narrow streets lined by old terraced
cottages, and its river frontage, Calstock is
an interesting place to explore. It is also a
good base for longer walks and a walking
guide is available locally.
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Calstock - Points of interest

Viaduct

Danescombe Valley

The viaduct was completed in 1908, as part
of the Plymouth, Devonport and South
West Junction Railway, and linked Devon
to the East Cornwall Mineral Railway which
had been bought in 1894. At nearly 40m
high, the techniques used to construct
viaduct sites were new and experimental,
and it took far longer than expected to
build. It is made from more than 11,000
precast concrete blocks that were
manufactured onsite on the Devon bank!
On the Cornwall side, some foundations
are all that remain of an unusual lift used
to raise and lower railway wagons from the
quay to the rail line.

The Danescombe Valley has played an
important part in the industry of the area.
Now heavily wooded, it was once much
more open and used for intensive
strawberry production. Remains of the
field boundaries and hedgerows can be
seen in the woods. Mining of copper and
arsenic also took place here, and may
engine houses and adits can be seen
amongst the trees. Remains of a 19th
century sawmill can be seen in the valley
along with an 18th century paper mill, one
of the earliest in the area supplying brown
paper protect packaged soft fruit.
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Okeltor Mine
Okeltor was first worked for lead in the
1840s, however focus quickly shifted to
copper and tin production. The mine was
equipped with steam engines; a larger one
for drainage and a smaller one for ore
crushing. By the 1870s the copper was
exhausted and working ceased during the
1874 tin slump. Tin working resumed for a
time during the 1880s, and calciners were
constructed for arsenic production. However, after merging with Cotehele Consols
in 1882 the mining was scaled back and
eventually ceased in 1887.

Roman Fort
The Roman Fort in Calstock is only the third such site ever found in Cornwall; the traditional belief
was that the Romans ventured no further west than Exeter! The fort encloses an area including
Calstock church, and excavations have shown it was full of structures and in use for approximately
40 years. Although the substantial earthwork banks and stone buildings have now disappeared from
the church yard it can be appreciated why the Romans may have chosen this site. The hill affords
views up and down the valley of the Tamar, and its proximity to minerals may suggest the Romans
knew about and exploited this resource for themselves.

Getting there:
Calstock is well served by buses from the
surrounding towns and is on the local train
line between Plymouth and Gunnislake.
For bus times please visit
www.travelinesw.com
For train times please visit
www.nationalrail.co.uk
There is a free car park in the centre of the
village by the river.
Facilities:
There are outlets for buying refreshments, as
well as public toilets behind the village hall.
There is a children’s play area by the river
and picnic benches and seating areas on
the green. The Tamar Passenger Ferry offers
trips along the river, tide dependent, during
the summer months (see www.tamarvalley.
org.uk, Local Information section, for
timetable details).

